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Onepager
OWNR Wallet is a private limited company based in Estonia. Our team of dedicated IT
professionals was formed in 2018 and consists of specialists with background in ﬁntech,
cybersecurity, cryptocurrencies, and marketing.
We are developing a multi-asset crypto-ecosystem which includes a multifunctional HD
wallet, in-app cryptocurrency exchange, and Visa cards prepaid with cryptocurrency.

Features

Visa Prepaid Cards

Purchase of crypto with credit and debit cards
(Visa/MC/UnionPay), SEPA transfer for EU (buying/selling)

Order a prepaid Visa card in OWNR Wallet app

8 coins supported (BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC,
DASH, DOGE, ZEC, TRX+USDT)

Virtual Visa cards
Prepaid card issuance for large corporate clients.
White-label turnkey solutions providing for own design,
fees and limits, API integration, etc.

All the ERC-20 tokens including Tether (USDT)
and other stablecoins are supported

Visa gift cards with instant delivery

Transaction status notiﬁcations

Pay in online and oﬄine stores

24/7 technical support available in the app

Replenish the card balance with
cryptocurrency in an instant

SegWit for swifter transactions and lower fees
(BTC and LTC)

Withdraw EUR from ATMs worldwide

Widgets to monitor cryptocurrency price spikes
for Android and iOS
Diﬀerent seed phrase length (12/15/18/21/24 words)
Lifetime aﬃliate program with
the option of monitoring activities
and payouts right in your account
Customizable fees for sending crypto

Cryptocurrency
Purchase Gateway

Card can be delivered to the EU and the EEA countries
without any additional fees for shipment

Built-in OWNR
Cryptocurrency Exchange
No dependency on third party services
Key assets available for exchange: BTC,
ETH, USDT, DASH, ZEC, LTC
API integration is available for an instant exchange
and creation of your own white-label solutions
Fees adjust automatically for the exchange
to complete faster

Purchase basic coins with fee from 3%
Coins available: BTC, ETH, LTC, DASH, USDT ERC-20,
TRX, USDT TRC-20 (the list is expanding)
Payment methods supported: Visa, Mastercard,
UnionPay, SEPA for EU (buying and selling crypto)

Licensed cryptocurrency service
Estonia
USA
Canada
Australia
Czech Republic
Brazil

Oﬃcial Partner of Bitﬁnex
Veriﬁed Bitﬁnex customers can use OWNR Wallet
as a payment gateway to purchase crypto with a 3% fee
Coins available: BTC, ETH, USDT, XAUT,
TRX, XTZ, LTC, ZEC, DASH
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